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Significance Statement: Momentary failures to stay on task have consequences for
ongoing task performance, from relatively minor (e.g. slow reaction-time) to severe (e.g. a
fatal car accident). The ability to monitor ongoing performance may be key to preventing
failures. We found that subjective reports of being “on task” tracked working memory
(WM) performance, but imperfectly. In particular, participants frequently reported being
on task during failures. Unfortunately, on-task reports are wholly subjective, so we
measured metacognitive accuracy by comparing trial-by-trial confidence to accuracy.
Metacognitive accuracy predicted individual differences in WM performance, suggesting
that accurate metacognitive monitoring may be key to WM success.
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Abstract

2

Working memory performance fluctuates dramatically from trial to trial. On many

3

trials, performance is no better than chance. Here, we assessed participants’ awareness of

4

working memory failures. We used a whole-report visual working memory task to quantify

5

both trial-by-trial performance and trial-by-trial subjective ratings of inattention to the

6

task. In Experiment 1 (N=41), participants were probed for task unrelated thoughts

7

immediately following 20% of trials. In Experiment 2 (N=30), participants gave a rating of

8

their attentional state following 25% of trials. Finally, in Experiments 3a (N=44) and 3b

9

(N=34), participants reported confidence of every response using a simple mouse-click

10

judgment. Attention state ratings and off-task thoughts predicted the number of items

11

correctly identified on each trial, replicating previous findings that subjective measures of

12

attention state predict working memory performance. However, participants correctly

13

identified failures on only around 28% of failure trials. Across experiments, participants’

14

metacognitive judgments reliably predicted variation in working memory performance but

15

consistently and severely underestimated the extent of failures. Further, individual

16

differences in metacognitive accuracy correlated with overall working memory

17

performance, suggesting that metacognitive monitoring may be key to working memory

18

success.

19
20
21
22
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23
24

Visual working memory is a highly limited memory system for temporarily

25

representing a small amount of information from the environment. The measured capacity

26

of this system differs substantially between individuals and is considered to be a stable

27

trait of the observer that impacts performance on a wide variety of other cognitive tasks

28

(e.g. Engle, Kane, & Tuholski, 1999; Unsworth, Fukuda, Awh, & Vogel, 2014). Recent work

29

examining these individual differences has revealed that despite being highly stable

30

between testing sessions, an individual’s apparent capacity appears to fluctuate

31

substantially from trial to trial within a testing session (Adam, Mance, Fukuda, & Vogel,

32

2015). These fluctuations in performance have been proposed to reflect variability in

33

consistently engaging attentional control. When attentional control is fully engaged,

34

subjects tend to reach a maximum capacity that is common across most individuals; when

35

it is fully disengaged (e.g., an attentional lapse), working memory fails as subjects are often

36

near chance performance. High capacity individuals have far fewer of these fully or

37

partially disengaged trials than low capacity individuals, suggesting that these performance

38

fluctuations within a session reveal an important determinant of individual differences in

39

capacity.

40

What are the underlying causes of fluctuations in working memory performance,

41

and are participants aware of their failures? While there is substantial evidence in the

42

literature that individuals have access to reliable information about the contents of

43

working memory (Fougnie, Suchow, & Alvarez, 2012; Mutluturk & Boduroglu, 2014;

44

Rademaker, Tredway, & Tong, 2012; Vandenbroucke et al., 2014), there is reason to believe

45

that they might systematically underestimate the frequency of working memory failures,
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46

especially if working memory failures are related to being “off task”. For example,

47

observers severely underestimate the frequency of mind-wandering when monitoring their

48

own performance relative to being “caught” by a computer-guided probe (Schooler et al.,

49

2011; Schooler, Reichle, & Halpern, 2004). When observers are unaware of mind-

50

wandering episodes, performance decrements are more severe (Smallwood, McSpadden, &

51

Schooler, 2007). Consequently, subjects may not always be self-aware when they have

52

completely disengaged from the task.

53

The present study is split into two distinct, but related, parts. First, in Experiments 1

54

and 2, we measured the co-variation between task performance and subjective ratings of

55

task-related and –unrelated thoughts using a procedure in which subject’s “thought

56

contents” are probed on a random subset of trials. We predicted that working memory

57

performance should broadly covary with subjective ratings of on-task and off-task

58

thoughts, but that there would be many instances in which the subject suffered a

59

performance lapse despite a self-report of being “on task." Unfortunately, with current

60

methods we cannot objectively assess the accuracy of participants’ reports of subjective

61

states (e.g. “I am mind-wandering.”). Thus in the second part of our study (Experiments 3a

62

and 3b) we instead probed subjects’ awareness of performance fluctuations (e.g. number of

63

items held in mind on each trial). This approach allowed us to compare the number of

64

confident responses with the number of correct responses on a given trial, with the

65

prediction that confidence may still be high on performance lapse trials. Further, by

66

probing meta-knowledge on each trial, we could test whether high and low capacity

67

individuals also differ in their meta-knowledge accuracy.

68
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69
70
71

Experiment 1
In Experiment 1 we probed participants about the content of their thoughts during a

72

whole-report working memory task (Adam et al., 2015; Huang, 2010). In the whole-report

73

task, subjects are shown an array of colored squares and then after a brief blank delay

74

period are asked to report the colors of each of the items from the array by clicking on a

75

color patch at the location of each item in any order that they choose. A critical advantage

76

of this working memory task is that it provides graded information about the subject’s

77

performance on each trial, allowing us to measure performance fluctuations throughout

78

the session. We defined performance lapses as trials in which the number correct was well

79

below typical estimates of capacity (i.e., 0 or 1 correct). Consistent with this definition of

80

performance lapses, formal models of change detection performance have used error rates

81

for set-size 2 arrays to determine an attention lapse rate (Rouder et al., 2008), and

82

previous modeling work for the whole-report task found that 0 or 1 correct is

83

indistinguishable from random guessing for large (6-item) arrays (Adam et al., 2015).

84

After a random subset of whole-report trials, we asked participants to categorize the

85

contents of their thoughts as either “on-task” or as one of three types of off-task thoughts

86

(mind-wandering, task-related interference, external distraction). We had two main aims

87

for this experiment. First, we wanted to replicate the finding that subjective ratings of

88

thought content predict trial-by-trial visual working memory performance (Unsworth &

89

Robison, 2016). Second, we used a strong difficulty manipulation to test the role of task

90

difficulty on mind-wandering rates. In Experiment 1, trials were subdivided into blocks of

91

“easy” and “difficult” memory array sizes. During easy blocks, participants were asked to
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remember arrays that were within typical working memory capacity limits (2-3 items).

93

During difficult blocks, participants were consistently asked to remember arrays that far

94

exceed typical working memory capacity limits (6-8 items).

95

Materials & Methods

96

6

We report how we determined our sample size, all data exclusions (if any), all

97

manipulations, and all measures in the study (Simmons, Nelson, & Simonsohn, 2012). In

98

addition, all raw data is available on Open Science Framework (https://osf.io/syv5w/ ).

99

Participants. There were 41 participants in Experiment 1. For this and all other

100

experiments we aimed for a sample size between 30 and 50 participants, and stopped data

101

collection at convenient time-points (e.g. at the end of the academic term) before analyzing

102

the data. All participants gave written informed consent according to procedures approved

103

by the University of Oregon institutional review board. All participants had normal color

104

vision and normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity. Participants were compensated for

105

participation with course credit or monetary payment ($8/hour).

106

Stimuli. Stimuli were generated in MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick, MA) using the

107

Psychophysics toolbox (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997). Participants sat approximately 60 cm

108

from a 17-inch flat CRT monitor (refresh rate of 60 Hz) in a dimly lit room. Colored squares

109

(~2.5o visual angle) were presented on a gray background (RGB=128 128 128). Nine

110

distinct colors were used for all experiments (RGB values: Red=255 0 0; Green= 0 255 0;

111

Blue= 0 0 255; Magenta=255 0 255; Yellow= 255 255 0; Cyan= 0 255 255; Orange = 255

112

128 0; White=255 255 255; Black= 0 0 0). Participants were instructed to fixate a small

113

white dot (~.25o visual angle) at the center of the display.
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Procedures. Participants completed a whole-report memory task. On each trial of

115

the whole-report task, participants briefly viewed (250 ms) an array of colored squares.

116

After a blank delay (1000 ms), participants recalled each item from the memory array. At

117

response, participants were shown a three by three grid of colors at the location of each

118

memory array item. Participants were instructed to use a mouse to click the color in the

119

grid corresponding to the remembered item at each location. Participants could report the

120

items in any order they wished, but they were required to respond to all items before

121

moving onto the next trial. The next trial began after an inter-trial interval of 1000 ms.

122

There were two task difficulty conditions. In the easy condition, all trials were set-sizes 2

123

and 3; in the hard condition, all trials were set-sizes 6 and 8. Task difficulty was blocked

124

and interleaved such that all odd blocks were easy and all even blocks were hard.

125

On a randomly-chosen 20% of trials, participants were probed about the content of

126

their thoughts via a text display on the computer monitor. Performance for trials

127

immediately preceding probes was used for analysis of the effects of thought content on

128

working memory performance. During probes, participants were instructed to categorize

129

their thoughts throughout the trial they had just completed into one of four categories

130

(Stawarczyk, Majerus, Maj, Van der Linden, & D’Argembeau, 2011):

131

(1) Totally focused on completing the task (On Task)

132

(2) Thinking about task performance (Task Related Interference)

133

(3) … something other than the task (Mind-Wandering)

134

(4) … something in my immediate environment (External Distraction)

135
136

Before the experiment began, the experimenter gave examples, explained in detail,
and checked for participant understanding of these four categories. To respond,
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participants pressed the number on the keyboard that best corresponded to their thought

138

contents.

139

Participants completed 10 blocks in total of the whole-report memory task. A total

140

of 21 participants completed 10 blocks of 20 trials (200 trials total, 40 probed trials), and

141

20 participants completed 10 blocks of 30 trials (300 trials total, 60 probed trials). To

142

preview results, there was no difference in performance for these two groups of

143

participants (p > .7), and all reported results are combined across all participants.1

144

Results

8

145

On average (across both probed and unprobed trials), participants correctly

146

reported 2.29 items in the easy blocks (SD = .14, Ceiling = 2.5 correct) and 2.91 items in the

147

hard blocks (SD = .49, Ceiling = 7 correct). This difference was significant, t(40) = 10.05, p <

148

.001, 95% CI [.5 .75], and likely due to a ceiling of 2.5 items in the easy condition. We also

149

examined lapse rate, defined as the proportion of trials in which participants correctly

150

reported 0 or 1 items. Participants experienced fewer lapses during easy blocks (M = 7.1%,

151

SD = 5.4 %) than hard blocks (M = 11.4%, SD = 8%), and this difference was significant,

152

t(40) = 5.6, p < .001, 95% CI [3% 6%]. There was no significant difference in mean

153

performance for probed versus unprobed trials (p = .97). Likewise, there was no difference

154

in lapse rate for probed versus unprobed trials (p = .34).

An uneven number of trials could potentially introduce a problematic confound. For example, if an effect is
driven only by the trials at the very end of an experiment (i.e. the last 1/3 of trials), then these effects might
be driven only by the participants with more trials. If there is a confound, then the number of trials should be
made equivalent across conditions. On the flipside, if increasing the number of trials simply increases the
signal to noise ratio (and the reliability of the observed effects) and does not introduce a confound, then it
would be beneficial to keep all trials for all subjects. As a check, we re-ran all analyses with an equal number
of trials for all subjects. We found no differences in any of the patterns of results, so we decided to keep all
trials to maximize reliability.
1
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Participants reported that they were on task 44% of the time (SD = 25%),

156

experiencing task-related interference 24% of the time (SD = 15%), mind-wandering 27%

157

of the time (SD = 20%) and experiencing external distraction 5% of the time (SD = 6%;

158

Figure 1a). Because we grouped set-sizes into easy and hard blocks, we checked to see

159

whether probe responses changed as a function of task difficulty (Figure 1b). Participants

160

reported significantly fewer on-task thoughts in hard blocks (M = 28%, SD = 28%) than in

161

easy blocks (M= 61%, SD = 25%), t(40) = 10.34, p < .001, 95% CI [26% 39%]. Likewise,

162

rates of all three “off-task” categories increased. Participants reported significantly more

163

task-related interference in hard blocks (M = 30%, SD = 21%) than in easy blocks (M =

164

17%, SD = 16%), t(40) = -3.75, p < .001, 95% CI [-20% -6%]. Likewise, there was more

165

mind-wandering in hard blocks (M = 35%, SD = 25%) than in easy blocks (M = 19%, SD =

166

19%), t(40) = -4.97, p < .001, 95% CI [-23% -10%]. We did not replicate the finding that

167

mind-wandering rates predict working memory performance. Across all trials, the

168

correlation between mind-wandering and mean performance was r = -.07, p =.67. The

169

correlation was numerically stronger in the predicted direction for hard trials (r = -.14, p =

170

.37) relative to easy trials (r = .08, p = .61), but still not significant2. However, given the

171

typical correlation strength of around r = -.3 that is found in the literature, we would have

172

needed 70 subjects to detect this effect with 80% power. Finally, participants more

173

frequently reported thinking about external distractions in hard blocks (M = 7%, SD = 8%)

174

than in easy blocks (M = 3.5%, SD = 6%), t(40) = -2.6, p = .0123, 95% CI [-6% -1%]3.

2

Figures for these and all other reported between-subjects correlations are available in our Supplementary
Materials Section.
3 Corrected p-value for a = .05 with 4 multiple comparisons is p = .0125.
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Next, we examined whether memory performance changed as a function of thought

176

content. Figure 2a shows mean number correct as a function of probe response.

177

Unfortunately, not all participants used all four probe types within both the easy and

178

difficult conditions. For example, only 17 out of 41 participants reported external

179

distraction during the easy condition. Because of unequal numbers of trials, we initially

180

conducted a series of pairwise comparisons to examine performance as a function of

181

thought category within each difficulty condition. For each pairwise comparison, we

182

included only participants who made responses in the two categories being compared

183

(range: 15 – 40 participants). Results of the comparisons are shown in Tables 1 & 2.

184

Overall, there was no significant modulation of mean performance in the easy blocks (all p-

185

values > .30). In the hard blocks, performance was higher in the on-task category compared

186

to all three off-task categories (all p-values < .02). However, there was no significant

187

performance difference between the three off-task categories (all p-values > .25).

188

To more rigorously assess within-subject changes, we collapsed task-related

189

interference, mind-wandering, and external distraction into the category “off task” and ran

190

a 2-way repeated measures ANVOA with Difficulty (easy versus difficult) and Task State

191

(on task versus off task) as factors. There were 27 participants total who had responses in

192

all four categories: (1) Easy Blocks, On Task (2) Easy Blocks, Off Task (3) Difficult Blocks,

193

On Task and (4) Difficult Blocks, Off Task. Only these 27 participants were used in the

194

analysis. The other 14 participants had 0 trials in any of the four categories.

195

We first examined average performance (mean number of items correctly

196

identified). Results are depicted in Figure 2b. There was a significant main effect of both

197

Difficulty, F(1,26) =41.4, p < .001, hp2 = .61, and Task State, F(1,26) =11.5, p = .002, hp2 =
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198

.31 as well as a significant Difficulty X Task State interaction, F(1,26) =10.8, p = .003, hp2 =

199

.29. Follow-up comparisons revealed that there was no effect of Task State on mean

200

performance in the easy blocks, t(26) = .69, p = .50, but there was a strong effect of Task

201

State in the hard condition, t(26) = 4.4, p < .001.

202

Finally, we looked specifically at the rate of lapses (trials where subjects got 0 or 1

203

items correct) as a function of probe response (Figure 2c). There was no significant main

204

effect of Difficulty on lapse rate, F(1,26) = 1.05, p = .32, hp2 = .04. There was, however a

205

main effect of Task State, F(1,26) = 8.5, p = .007, hp2 = .25. There was no significant

206

Difficulty X Task State interaction, F(1,26) = .25, p = .62, hp2 = .01. Despite the significant

207

difference in lapse rate when considering all trials, there was no main effect of difficulty on

208

lapse rate after dividing trials by task state. This suggests that although lapse rate differed

209

significantly across difficulty conditions, participants caught their lapses at about the same

210

rate, regardless of the relative preponderance of lapses within each condition.

211

Discussion

212

As predicted, working memory performance varied with subjective reports of task-

213

unrelated thoughts, but many working memory failures persisted even when subjects

214

reported being on task. Reports of off-task thoughts were associated with lower average

215

working memory performance, but only in the difficult condition. There was a strong

216

ceiling effect in the easy task condition, so we may have seen no difference in average

217

performance in the easy condition largely because of restricted range. Indeed, when we

218

instead assessed the rate of extreme failures (0 or 1 correct), for which there was no ceiling

219

effect, we found a significant relationship between performance and thought content for

220

both easy and difficult conditions. Interestingly, when participants reported they were “on
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221

task” they still experienced a large number of working memory failures. Again, working

222

memory failures were defined as trials for which participants performed well below

223

capacity limits (0 or 1 items correct). Failure trials were indeed far less frequent when

224

participants reported being on task (~5%) relative to off task (~14%), it is nevertheless

225

striking that many failure trials (i.e. a third of the typical rate) persisted when participants

226

reported they were completely focused on the task.

227

Mind-wandering rates increased dramatically during the difficult condition; the

228

proportion of on-task thoughts decreased by around half. This striking result is

229

inconsistent with previous work showing no relationship between working memory load

230

and mind-wandering rates (Mrazek et al., 2012; Teasdale, Proctor, Lloyd, & Baddeley, 1993;

231

Unsworth & Robison, 2016) or decreased mind-wandering for higher working memory

232

loads (Teasdale et al., 1993). This effect is also inconsistent with mind-wandering rates

233

during attention tasks (e.g. SART), which almost universally show decreased mind-

234

wandering with increased task difficulty (e.g. Antrobus, 1968; McKiernan et al., 2006).

235

Despite this consistent trend, there is reason to believe that complex tasks may affect mind-

236

wandering differently than simple sustained attention tasks that are typically used in the

237

mind-wandering literature; in one study of real-world mind-wandering, low-capacity

238

individuals in particular reported more frequent mind-wandering when engaged in

239

challenging real-world tasks (Kane et al., 2007). In addition, we think that increased mind-

240

wandering for very difficult tasks could make sense in light of an executive-failure view of

241

both mind-wandering and working memory performance. In our study, the difficult

242

condition placed a heavy burden on executive resources. The memory load was well above

243

working memory capacity, and trials were consistently difficult. In contrast, Teasdale and
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244

colleagues (1993) ensured that all participants performed near-perfect on the memory

245

tasks. Unsworth and Robison (2016) included some supra-capacity set-sizes, but the trials

246

were relatively fast-paced and difficulty levels were intermixed. There were some difficult

247

set-sizes, but these were relatively infrequent; participants may have used the easy trials to

248

“take a break” and better prepare for upcoming difficult trials.

249

Difficult working memory tasks pose several challenges for the validity of thought

250

probe ratings. One important potential alternative explanation of the relationship between

251

working memory performance and thought content is that participants reported perceived

252

performance rather than the content of their thoughts (Head & Helton, 2016). That is,

253

during more difficult trials, participants may have reported experiencing “off-task

254

thoughts” as an excuse for performing poorly. Because the trials were blocked by difficulty,

255

this task performance bias may have been particularly pronounced. In addition, the

256

blocking of difficulty conditions could have affected subjects’ ratings in other ways (e.g.

257

participants may dislike hard blocks). While the present data would be consistent with

258

increased mind-wandering during difficult working memory blocks, future experiments are

259

needed to provide further support for this relationship. In particular, it will be important to

260

look at mind-wandering rates across a wide variety of tasks (both easy and difficult) to

261

decouple mind-wandering rates from trial-specific or task-specific performance.

262

While it is important to question the validity of subjective ratings made immediately

263

after a recall screen, we think it is possible that the subjective judgements made in

264

Experiment 1 reflect more than just perceived performance. First, the difference in average

265

performance for on-task versus off-task thoughts was relatively small in magnitude (~2.8

266

versus 2.5 items, respectively), indicating that participants were still performing well even
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267

when they reported being off-task. That is, if participants were attempting to use thought-

268

probes to indicate their level of performance, they were not doing a very accurate job of it.

269

Second, the rate of performance failures has been shown to increase substantially as a

270

function of memory load (Adam et al., 2015), which may result in part from a concomitant

271

increase in off-task thoughts for supracapacity trials. Finally, participants were given no

272

feedback about performance. Even if we assume the pessimistic position that thought

273

content judgments solely reflect participants’ perceived performance, we could still

274

conclude that (1) subjective judgments predict trial-by-trial lapses of working memory

275

performance and (2) despite this reliable introspection, many working memory failures go

276

undetected.

277

Experiment 2

278

In Experiment 1, participants binned their thoughts into one of four discrete

279

categories. However, some inattentive states might not be well-described by one of these

280

four thought categories (e.g. zoning out). In Experiment 2, we instead had participants rate

281

their subjective attention state on a continuous scale from 1 to 9, with one being the most

282

off-task and nine being the most on-task (Unsworth & McMillan, 2014a, 2014b). We

283

predicted that both mean working memory performance and working memory failure rates

284

would covary with subjective ratings of attention state. In this experiment, we also

285

included easy trials (2 items) and difficult trials (6 items). Instead of blocking difficulty

286

conditions, trial difficulty was varied randomly from trial to trial in order to test whether or

287

not the blocking of difficulty accounted for the large increase in off-task thoughts for

288

difficult trials in Experiment 1.

289

Materials & Methods
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Participants. There were 34 participants in Experiment 2. All participants gave

291

written informed consent according to procedures approved by the University of Oregon

292

institutional review board. Participants were compensated for participation with course

293

credit or monetary payment ($8/hour). All participants had normal color vision and

294

normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity. A total of 2 participants were excluded for

295

reporting the same attention state on every trial, and 2 participants were excluded for task

296

noncompliance. This left a total of 30 participants for analysis.

297

Stimuli. Stimuli were identical to Experiment 1 with the one exception. Upon

298

responding to an item, the 3x3 response matrix for that item would desaturate.

299

Desaturated RGB values were as follows: Red=255 153 153; Green= 153 255 153; Blue=

300

153 153 255; Magenta=255 153 255; Yellow= 255 255 153; Cyan= 153 255 255; Orange =

301

255 204 153; White=255 255 255; Black= 110 110 110.

302

Procedures. Participants completed 9 blocks of 32 trials of the whole-report

303

memory task (288 trials total). Memory arrays were either set-size 2 or set-size 6. Set-size

304

2 trials will be referred to as “easy” trials, and set-size 6 trials will be referred to as “hard”

305

trials. Trial difficulty was randomized from trial to trial. Items were presented for 200 ms

306

and remembered across a blank delay of 1000 ms. Participants could report the items in

307

any order they wished, but they were required to respond to all items before moving onto

308

the next trial. The next trial began after an inter-trial interval of 1000 ms.

309

After a randomized 25% of trials, participants were probed about their current level

310

of attention (72 probed trials total). They were asked to rate their attention on a scale from

311

1 to 9, with 1 meaning “not at all focused on the current task” and 9 meaning “completely

312

focused on the current task”. Before the experiment began, the experimenter explained the
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ratings and checked for participant understanding. To respond to the probe, participants

314

pressed the number on the keyboard that best corresponded to their current attention

315

state at the moment of the probe. Trials immediately preceding probes were used for

316

analysis of the relationship between working memory performance and attention state.

317
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On average (across both probed and unprobed trials), participants correctly

319

reported 1.84 items on easy trials (SD = .11, Ceiling = 2 correct) and 2.66 items on hard

320

trials (SD = .44, Ceiling = 6 correct). This difference was significant, t(29) = 10.74, p < .001

321

95% CI [.66 .97], and likely due to a ceiling effect in the easy condition (maximum = 2.0).

322

Participants experienced fewer lapses on easy trials (M = 13.3%, SD = 7.5%) compared to

323

hard trials (M = 16.3%, SD = 8.6%), and this difference was significant, t(29) = 2.15, p = .04,

324

95% CI [.1% 6%]. There was no significant difference in mean performance for probed

325

versus unprobed trials (p = .40) and no difference in lapse rate for probed versus unprobed

326

trials (p = .90).

327

Participants reported being slightly more on-task on easy trials (M = 5.73 SD = 1.75)

328

compared to hard trials (M = 5.18, SD = 1.71), t(29) = 3.26, p = .003, 95% CI [.21 .90].

329

Distributions of attention state ratings are shown in Figure 3a; average attention state is

330

shown in Figure 3b. Not all participants used the entire range of the attention state scale.

331

Because of this, we used a linear mixed-effects model with Subject entered as a random

332

factor. A linear mixed-model approach has been standard for attention state ratings of this

333

kind (Unsworth & McMillan, 2014a, 2014b) because of robustness to unbalanced designs

334

and missing data (Kliegl, Wei, Dambacher, Yan, & Zhou, 2010). First, we examined the

335

relationship between attention state and mean number correct. Because of the strong
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336

ceiling effect for easy trials, we ran separate models for easy trials and difficult trials. Each

337

model included Attention State as a fixed factor and Subject as a random factor. The model

338

for easy trials revealed a significant positive relationship between mean number correct

339

and attention state, t = 4.47, p < .001 (b = .03, SE = .006). Likewise, there was a significant

340

positive relationship between mean number correct and attention state for difficult trials, t

341

= 6.82, p < .001 (b = .14, SE = .02). Mean number correct as a function of attention state is

342

illustrated in Figure 4a4.

343

Next, we examined the relationship between lapse frequency and attention state.

344

We first ran linear mixed-effects model with Attention State and Difficulty as fixed factors

345

and Subject as a random factor. There was a negative relationship between attention state

346

and lapse rate, t = -2.50, p = .012 (b = -.018, SE = .007). There was only a marginal effect of

347

task difficulty, t = 1.75, p = .081 (b = .017, SE = .010) on lapse rate, and no significant

348

difficulty X attention state interaction, t = -1.24, p = .22 (b = -.002, SE = .002). As such, we

349

ran a second model collapsing across the two difficulty levels. The increased number of

350

trials led to a stronger estimate of attentional state on lapse rate, t = -6.79, p < .001 (b = -

351

.03, SE = .004). Lapse rate as a function of attention state is illustrated in Figure 4b.

352

Discussion

353

Previously, subjective measures of attention state have been shown to correlate

354

with trial-by-trial performance in measures of goal-neglect and fluid intelligence

355

(Unsworth & McMillan, 2014a, 2014b). Here, we found that subjective ratings of attention

4

By eye, it looks like the “1” ratings may explain the positive relationship, particularly for the easy condition.
However, after excluding all attention state ratings of “1” from the mixed-effects model, there was still a
significant positive relationship between attention state and mean number correct in both the easy condition,
t(407.9) = 2.97, p = .003 (b = .03, SE = .007), as well as in the difficult condition, t(563.4) = 4.57, p < .001, (b =
.11, SE = .02).
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356

state predicted trial-by-trial working memory performance. When participants rated their

357

attention state as high (more on task), they had higher average working memory

358

performance and were far less likely to have a lapse in performance. Nevertheless, as in

359

Experiment 1, there was still a nearly 10% lapse rate observed even when participants

360

reported being near the top of the attention rating scale. The average lapse rate across all

361

trials was 15%, meaning that participants in this experiment only noticed an average of

362

approximately one-third of their lapses. Thus, despite some accurate metaknowledge about

363

overall performance, performance failures went undetected more often than they were

364

caught.

365

We found a small difference in task-unrelated thoughts as a function of memory

366

load, even though set-sizes were intermixed. After hard trials, participants on average rated

367

their attention state as slightly lower than after easy trials. From these data alone it is not

368

possible to say whether average attention state was lower after hard trials because

369

participants truly experienced more lapses of attention during hard trials or because

370

participants reported perceived performance. Indeed, it is a bit puzzling that we found an

371

effect of set-size on attention ratings even though trial difficulties were intermixed in this

372

experiment. If fluctuations of attention are randomly interspersed across the session, then

373

high and low attention state ratings should be distributed equally among easy and difficult

374

set-sizes, and there is evidence in the literature to support this intuition. The closest

375

dataset to our own is from Unsworth and Robison (2015), in which they had participants

376

report mind-wandering during a change-detection task. Unlike the present study,

377

Unsworth and Robison found no relationship between trial difficulty (set sizes 1 – 8) and

378

mind-wandering rates. Assuming that people have equally good metaknowledge in both
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379

tasks (e.g. whether or not colored square X was in memory), it is then surprising that we

380

found differences in mind-wandering as a function of set-size when Unsworth and Robison

381

did not. That is, accuracy is much lower on high set-size change detection trials. So if

382

participants report their perceived accuracy in their thought probe responses, then

383

Unsworth and Robison should also have observed the relationship between thought

384

content and set-size. Given that they did not observe this, we speculate that the whole-

385

report response may explain the small difference in attention state ratings between set-

386

sizes. Specifically, because of the whole-report nature of the task, participants took longer

387

to respond to difficult trials than to easy trials (~7 seconds versus ~2 seconds). As such, it

388

is possible that participants were more likely to become inattentive during this longer

389

response period because of prolonged cognitive demands.

390
391

Experiment 3
The thought probes used in Experiments 1 and 2 have two major short-comings.

392

First, each experiment had only a small number of probed trials. To be consistent with the

393

existing literature on task-unrelated thoughts, we chose only to probe participants about

394

their thoughts on a small subset of trials. However, because we only probed a small

395

percentage of trials, we could not take full advantage of the trial-by-trial resolution

396

afforded by the whole-report working memory measure. Second, we could not objectively

397

measure the accuracy of subjects’ meta-awareness of internal states. Instead, we had to

398

take participants’ ratings of their internal states at face-value.

399

In Experiments 3a and 3b, we instead had observers report subjective confidence

400

for each item that they reported. By collecting both confidence ratings and accuracy for

401

every item and every trial, we had more power to examine trial-by-trial relationships
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402

between accuracy and confidence. Further, because subjective ratings were on the same

403

scale as accuracy (number of items) we could directly measure bias in metacognition.

404

Because participants had some number of working memory failures even when they

405

reported being fully attentive, we predicted that participants would have a positive bias in

406

confidence ratings, particularly for failure trials. We further predicted that individuals with

407

poor working memory performance would suffer the “dual burden” of poor metacognitive

408

insight (Kruger & Dunning, 1999).

409

In Experiment 3a, we repeated the same challenging set-size (6 items) for a large

410

number of trials (300). We collected both accuracy and confidence ratings for each item in

411

order to examine trial-by-trial fluctuations in working memory performance. Once again,

412

participants could report the items in any order they chose. In Experiment 3b, we

413

replicated the manipulation in Experiment 3a and also added a control condition in which

414

the computer randomly determined the order in which participants must report the items.

415

This random-response order condition allowed us to estimate and control for the effects of

416

output interference in Experiment 3a.

417

Materials & Methods

418

Participants. There were 45 participants in Experiment 3a and 38 in Experiment

419

3b. One subject was excluded from Experiment 3a for failure to comply with task

420

instructions, leaving 44 participants for analysis. Four participants were excluded from

421

Experiment 3b for the following reasons: failing to complete both tasks (1 subject), chance-

422

level performance (1 subject), or failure to comply with task instructions (2 subjects). Some

423

aspects of the data from Experiment 3a have been previously reported (Adam et al., 2015;

424

Experiment 1b), but all analyses presented here are novel. Participants in both
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experiments also completed a color change detection task at the end of the experiment

426

(results not reported in this paper).

427

Stimuli. Stimuli and timing parameters were identical to those in Experiment 1. In

428

the random response-order condition of Experiment 3b, the to-be-reported square was

429

indicated by a light gray box drawn around the response pad (RGB = 170 170 170).

430
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Procedures for Experiment 3a. Participants completed 10 blocks of 30 trials (300

431

trials total), and all arrays were set-size 6 and colors were chosen without replacement

432

from the set of 9 possible colors. By using arrays that were only one set-size, we could

433

examine fluctuations in performance that were disentangled from differences in difficulty

434

from trial to trial. At test, participants could report the items in any order they chose. While

435

responding, participants were instructed to report their confidence in each response by

436

using the left and right mouse buttons. Participants were instructed to click their color

437

choice with the left mouse button if they felt they had any information in mind about the

438

color of the item. Likewise, they were instructed to click their color choice with the right

439

mouse button if they felt they had no information in mind about the color of the item.

440

Procedures for Experiment 3b. Participants completed two conditions of the

441

whole-report task (60 trials per condition): free response-order and random response-

442

order. The order of the two conditions was counterbalanced across participants. As in

443

Experiment 3a, all arrays were set-size 6 and colors were chosen without replacement

444

from the set of 9 possible colors. The free response-order condition was identical to

445

Experiment 1a; participants were allowed to report the six items in any order they wished.

446

In the random response-order condition, participants instead had to report the items in an

447

order dictated by the computer. At the beginning of the response period, the computer
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448

indicated which item must be reported by drawing a light gray frame around the item.

449

After the participant responded to the probed item, the computer moved the frame to the

450

next to-be-reported item. This process was repeated until the subject had made a response

451

for every item. In both conditions, participants reported confidence in each item using the

452

left and right mouse buttons as in Experiment 3a.

453

Results

454

Experiment 3a. On average, participants correctly identified an average of 2.88

455

items (SD = .49), and they reported being confident about 3.04 items (SD = .52) out of 6

456

possible items. There was no significant difference between the mean number of correct

457

items and the mean number of confident items, t(43) = 1.64, p = .11, 95% CI [-.04 .36].

458

However, looking at the full distribution of responses reveals some systematic differences

459

in the underlying distribution of confident responses relative to correct responses (Figure

460

5a). Specifically, participants seem to have over-reported their modal performance

461

outcome (3 items).

462

In addition to looking at total trial performance, we can look at confidence and

463

accuracy for each individual response within the trial. All trials were set-size 6, so

464

participants made 6 responses total. Figure 5b shows proportion correct and confident as a

465

function of response number for all trials. As participants were free to report the items in

466

any order they chose, performance and confidence were initially high (for the first 3

467

responses) and then dropped precipitously at response 4. On lapse trials (0 or 1 correct),

468

however, there was a stronger disconnect between performance and confidence. Here,

469

accuracy was above chance for the first response but quickly fell to below-chance levels for
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later responses. Despite this pattern of performance, participants still reported that they

471

were confident in the first 3 responses.
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472

Next, we wanted to more formally test the predictions that (1) there is a reliable

473

trial-by-trial relationship between accuracy and confidence and (2) despite this reliable

474

relationship, participants underestimate failures (0 or 1 correct). For each individual

475

subject, we calculated the correlation coefficient between number of correct responses and

476

number of confident responses. The average correlation value was r = .34 (SD = .16,

477

average p < .05), and 40 out of 44 participants had statistically reliable within-subject

478

correlations (p < .05). To quantify awareness of failure trials, we calculated a lapse

479

sensitivity measure (lapses detected / total number of lapses). That is, of all the trials in

480

which participants got 0 or 1 items correct, what proportion of the time did they report

481

that they were confident on 0 or 1 items? Average sensitivity was only .28 (SD = .19),

482

indicating that participants accurately caught extreme failures only about a quarter of the

483

time. While d-prime is a more commonly used means of quantifying discriminability, we

484

could not use this metric because of a number of participants with hit rates or false alarm

485

rates of 0 (thus yielding d-prime values of +/- infinity). Average hit rate in Experiment 3a

486

was 27.5% (SD = 19.0%) and average false alarm rate was 3.4% (SD = 4.3%).

487

Next, we asked whether there were systematic differences in the accuracy of

488

metacognition as a function of overall performance. To do so, we divided participants into

489

quartiles and examined actual performance (correct items) versus perceived performance

490

(confident items). We ran two Mixed ANOVA models using Metaknowledge (actual versus

491

perceived) as a within-subjects factor and Quartile as a between-subjects factor to predict

492

(1) mean number correct and (2) lapse rate.
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493

Consistent with the Dunning-Kruger effect, poor performers showed a larger

494

discrepancy between perceived and actual performance (Figure 6). There was a significant

495

main effect of Quartile on lapse rate, F(3,40) = 42.6, p < .001, hp2 = .76. There was a

496

significant main effect of Metaknowledge, indicating that reported lapse rates were

497

significantly lower than actual lapse rates, F(1,40) = 34.2, p < .001, hp2 = .46. Critically,

498

there was an interaction between Metaknowledge and Quartile, indicating that the

499

difference between perceived performance and true performance was larger for poor

500

performers relative to good performers, F(3,40) = 8.13, p < .001, hp2 = .38.

501

We found the same effects for mean performance as for lapse rate. There was a

502

significant main effect of Quartile on mean performance, F(3,40) = 15.0, p < .001, hp2 = .53.

503

There was a significant main effect of Metaknowledge, indicating that reported mean

504

performance was significantly higher than actual mean performance, F(1,40) = 6.4, p =

505

.016, hp2 = .14 Finally, there was an interaction between Metaknowledge and Quartile,

506

indicating that the difference between perceived performance and true performance was

507

larger for poor performers relative to good performers, F(3,40) = 6.47, p = .001, hp2 = .33.

508

We used a quartile split method to investigate the Dunning-Kruger effect because

509

that is the prevailing standard in the literature. To supplement and strengthen this

510

analysis, we computed the correlation coefficient between average performance (mean

511

number correct) and the various metaknowledge metrics summarized above. There was a

512

significant negative correlation between lapse awareness (actual lapse rate – perceived

513

rate) and overall performance, r = -.67, p <.001, 95% CI [-.81 -.47], indicating that lower-

514

performing participants were more over-confident during lapses. There was also a

515

significant correlation with mean performance awareness (mean number correct – mean
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number confident), r = .59, p <.001, 95% CI [.35 .75]. We also examined our

517

metaknowledge correlation metric (correlation strength between single-trial confidence

518

and accuracy) and our lapse sensitivity metric (percent of lapses caught). There was a

519

significant relationship between the metaknowledge correlation metric and average

520

performance, r = .47, p = .001, 95% CI [.20 .67], but no relationship between lapse

521

sensitivity and average performance, r = .13, p = .39, 95% CI [-.17 .41].

522
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Experiment 3b. Participants typically reported that the first three reported items

523

were confident, and we interpreted this as evidence that participants had metaknowledge

524

of item quality. That is, they chose to report their best-remembered items first. An

525

alternative explanation, however, could be that late responses have low accuracy only

526

because of output interference. Therefore, participants may have reported that they were

527

accurate early in the trial without regard to the quality of remembered items. To

528

disentangle item-level metaknowledge from output interference, we had a new group of

529

participants complete a free response-order condition (replicating Experiment 3a) and also

530

complete a random response-order condition, in which the computer randomly chose the

531

order in which participants must respond to the items.

532

Average performance was slightly higher during the free response-order condition

533

(M = 2.96, SD = .44) than during the random response condition (M = 2.58, SD = .61), t(33)

534

= 4.98, p < .001, 95% CI [.22 .53], (Figure 7a). The difference in accuracy for the first three

535

responses versus the last three responses was strongly attenuated in the random response

536

order condition (Figure 7b). In the free response-order condition, participants had a mean

537

accuracy of 78.3% (SD = 9.5%) on the first three responses and 20.2% (SD = 8.0%) on the

538

last three responses. The average difference was 58% (SD = 9.6%), t(33) = 35.4, p < .001,
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539

95% CI [55% 61%] . On the other hand, the average difference between the first 3 and last

540

3 responses in the randomized order was only 7.6% (SD = 7.4%), t(33) = 5.95, p < .001,

541

95% CI [5% 10%]. These results suggest that the decline in accuracy across responses in

542

the free response-order condition was not due solely to output interference. Instead, this

543

pattern of results suggests that subjects successfully stored the same number of items as in

544

the free-recall procedure (e.g. 3), but the random probing procedure distributed these

545

accurate responses across all response positions.

546

Figure 8 shows performance and confidence at the trial level and at the response

547

level in the free response-order condition. On average, participants reported that they were

548

confident for 3.4 items (SD = .93) in the free-response condition, and this was significantly

549

higher than the number of accurate items, t(33) = 2.70, p = .01, 95% CI [.11 .80]. As in

550

Experiment 3a, participants under-reported low-performance trials and over-reported

551

modal trials (3 correct) and high-performance trials (6-correct). When looking at

552

responses for all trials (Figure 8b), confident and correct responses were both

553

predominately early in the trial (first 3 responses). Likewise, on failure trials (Figure 8c),

554

participants were likely to report that they were confident on the first 3 responses.

555

Figure 9 shows performance and confidence at the trial level and at the response

556

level in the random response-order condition. On average, participants reported that they

557

were confident about 3.1 items (SD = .74) in the random-response condition, and this was

558

significantly higher than the number of correct items, t(33) = 3.61, p = .001, 95% CI [.22

559

.80]. At the trial level (Figure 9a), we once again replicated the general pattern that

560

participants over-reported modal trials and under-reported poor performance trials. On

561

the other hand, we observed that participants’ confident responses were spread more
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562

evenly among response position, both for all trials (Figure 9b) and for lapse trials (Figure

563

9c). We once again saw that participants were vastly overconfident on lapse trials (Figure

564

9c), but this was not due to a response bias whereby participants always reported they

565

were confident on the early responses. Instead, participants were confident on a specific

566

subset of items, and the random probing procedure spread confident responses more

567

equally across early and late responses.

568

We again quantified subject metaknowledge using within-subject correlations

569

between the number confident and the number correct for each trial. In the free response-

570

order condition, the average correlation coefficient was .29 (SD =.24, average p = .16). 20

571

out of 34 participants had significant correlation coefficients. In the random response-

572

order condition, the average correlation coefficient was .38 (SD = .24, average p = .09). 28

573

out of 34 participants had significant individual correlation coefficients. Note, these

574

correlation values are numerically similar to those from Experiment 1a. However, because

575

there were only 60 trials used to construct the correlation (as opposed to 300), relatively

576

fewer individual participants reached the significance threshold. Combining both

577

conditions together (120 trials total), we found an average correlation coefficient of .35 (SD

578

= .23, average p = .07). 29 out of 34 participants had a significant within-subject correlation

579

between number of confident response and number of correct responses when trials from

580

both conditions were combined. We also quantified lapse sensitivity in both conditions. In

581

the free response-order condition, participants had an average lapse sensitivity of .22 (SD =

582

.29). In the random response-order condition, participants had an average lapse sensitivity

583

of .31 (SD = .29). Combined across both order conditions, lapse sensitivity was .28 (SD =
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.27). Once again, participants tended to have poor metaknowledge for extreme failure

585

trials, noticing on average little more than a quarter.

586

28

Finally, we examined whether low-performers again showed a deficit in

587

metacognitive awareness. For this analysis, we combined trials from the free and random

588

response-order conditions and examined metacognitive bias (perceived versus actual

589

performance) as a function of overall performance. We again ran Mixed ANOVA models

590

with the within-subjects factor Metaknowledge (perceived performance versus actual

591

performance) and the between-subjects factor Quartile to examine metacognitive bias for

592

lapse rate and mean performance.

593

Despite fewer trials (120 in Experiment 3b versus 300 Experiment 3a), we

594

replicated the overall pattern of results from Experiment 3a (Figure 10). First, we used

595

lapse rate as our performance metric. There was a significant main effect of Quartile on

596

lapse rate, F(3,30) = 27.8, p < .001, hp2 = .74. There was also a significant main effect of

597

Metaknowledge, indicating that perceived lapse rates were significantly lower than actual

598

lapse rates, F(1,30) = 50.9, p < .001, hp2 = .63. Critically, there was an interaction between

599

Metaknowledge and Quartile, indicating that the difference between perceived

600

performance and true performance was larger for poor performers relative to good

601

performers, F(3,30) = 6.03, p = .002, hp2 = .38. Second, we used mean performance as our

602

performance metric. There was a significant main effect of Quartile on mean performance,

603

F(3,30) = 7.4, p = .001, hp2 = .43. There was a significant main effect of Metaknowledge,

604

indicating that perceived mean performance was higher than actual performance, F(1,30) =

605

16.2, p < .001, hp2 = .35. The interaction between Metaknowledge and Quartile was
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numerically similar to that observed in Experiment 3a, but did not reach significance,

607

F(3,30) = 1.8, p = .17, hp2 = .15.

608

We again computed the correlation coefficient between average performance (mean

609

number correct) and metaknowledge. There was once again a significant negative

610

correlation between lapse awareness (actual lapse rate – perceived rate) and overall

611

performance, r = -.72, p < .001, 95% CI [-.85 -.50], indicating that lower-performing

612

participants were more over-confident on lapse trials. Likewise, there was a significant

613

correlation between overall performance awareness (mean number correct – mean

614

number confident), r = .47, p = .005, 95% CI [.15 .70]. We also examined our

615

metaknowledge correlation metric (correlation strength between single-trial confidence

616

and accuracy) and our lapse sensitivity metric (percent of lapses caught). There was no

617

significant relationship between the metaknowledge correlation metric and average

618

performance, r = .21, p = .23, 95% CI [-.14 .51] or between lapse sensitivity and average

619

performance, r = .22, p = .22, 95% CI [-.13 .52]

620

29

Individual differences combined across Experiments 3a and 3b. We combined

621

data across Experiments 3a and 3b in order to further illustrate individual differences in

622

performance awareness (Supplementary Figures S6 – S9). We found a significant

623

correlation between lapse awareness (actual lapse rate – perceived rate) and overall

624

performance, r = -.82, p < .001, and a significant correlation between mean performance

625

awareness (mean number correct –mean number confident), r = -.54, p < .001. In addition,

626

we found that our correlation metric predicted overall performance, r = .33, p = .003, but

627

our lapse sensitivity metric did not, r = .17, p = .14. To examine the robustness of these

628

effects, we also computed the split-half reliability of each metric. We found that split-half
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629

reliability was very high for lapse awareness (perceived – actual, r = .90), mean

630

performance awareness (perceived – actual, r = .98), and confidence-accuracy correlation

631

strength (r = .75). On the other hand, split-half reliability was rather poor for the lapse

632

sensitivity metric, r = .48, suggesting that it would be difficult to interpret significance of

633

individual differences for this particular metric .

634

Discussion

635

Using a whole-report measure of working memory confidence, we found that

636

observers had reliable knowledge of the number of items stored on a given working

637

memory trial. Confidence ratings, like accuracy, fluctuated from trial to trial. Overall,

638

participants had excellent insight into the number of items stored in working memory. The

639

number of correct items consistently correlated with the number of confident items on a

640

trial-by-trial basis. However, resolution (correlation) and bias (over- or underconfidence)

641

are dissociable aspects of metacognition (Koriat, 2007). While confidence and accuracy

642

correlated, participants were particularly likely to under-report failure trials. On average,

643

participants only correctly identified about 28% of lapse trials.

644

Importantly, observers’ reliable metaknowledge was not an artifact of response

645

order or temporal delay. In Experiment 3a, observers were allowed to report the items in

646

any order they chose. Consequently, both the correct items and confident items were the

647

first items reported in the trial. As such, observers could simply report that they were

648

confident about the early items without having awareness of item-by-item accuracy. In

649

Experiment 3b, we replicated this pattern for freely ordered responses, and we also added

650

a condition where participants had to respond to the items in a randomized order. In the

651

random order condition, response order was far less predictive of accuracy. We once again
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652

found a reliable relationship between the number of confident items and the number of

653

correct items, although now the confident responses were distributed more equally among

654

responses due to the random probing procedure. The random response-order condition

655

revealed that output interference did not account for the precipitous decline in accuracy

656

across responses in the free response-order condition. Rather, participants were aware of

657

and chose to report their best-remembered items first. When the computer forced

658

participants to report items in a randomized fashion, the decline in performance was much

659

less severe (7% relative to 58% from the first three to the last three responses).

660

Finally, we examined individual differences in the discrepancy between perceived

661

performance (confidence) and actual performance (accuracy). Previous work has shown

662

that low-performing individuals have particularly inflated estimates of how their own

663

performance compares to others’ (i.e. the "Dunning-Kruger effect", Kruger & Dunning,

664

1999), and that they also over-estimate their raw performance (Ehrlinger, Johnson, Banner,

665

Dunning, & Kruger, 2008). Here, we replicate the finding that low-performing individuals

666

over-estimate their raw performance relative to high-performing individuals. There was a

667

significant interaction between participants’ quartile and mis-estimation of lapse rates

668

(Experiments 3a and 3b) and mean performance (Experiment 3a only). This result was not

669

an artifact of an extreme-groups split; under-estimation of lapse rate also significantly

670

correlated with average performance in both samples. In sum, all subjects were poor at

671

identifying working memory failures, but those with the worst performance were doubly

672

burdened with especially poor metacognitive awareness.

673
674

We feel it is important to point out criticisms of work related to the Dunning-Kruger
effect and how those criticisms may or may not apply to our own conclusions. The main
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675

criticism of the Dunning-Kruger effect has focused on the general tendency for subjects to

676

rate themselves as above average relative to others (Burson, Larrick, & Klayman, 2006),

677

and how this positive bias in combination with regression to the mean could potentially

678

explain the wider self-perception gap for low-performing individuals (Krueger & Mueller,

679

2002), but for counter-argument see Ehrlinger et al. (2008). Importantly, these criticisms

680

are aimed at a particular aspect of the Dunning-Kruger model – whether metacognition

681

truly accounts for inaccuracy of self-perception. In fact, critics of the Dunning-Kruger effect

682

agree that there is a relationship between task-related metacognitive accuracy and task

683

performance (Krueger & Mueller, 2002); they disagree about whether metacognitive

684

accuracy explains the accuracy of self-perception (which we have not tested). If we were to

685

be conservative, we should be wary that our difference score metrics might be susceptible

686

to similar problems that have been pointed out for self-perception difference scores

687

(namely, positive bias plus regression to the mean). Additional work is needed to assess the

688

scope of this concern (see Supplementary Materials for additional discussion of individual

689

differences). Importantly, however, our trial-by-trial correlation metric is free of this

690

criticism, as it decouples bias (intercept) from accuracy (slope); the results from our

691

correlation metric nicely converge with our over-estimation metric (perceived – actual

692

performance), supporting our conclusion that metacognitive accuracy predicts working

693

memory performance.

694
695

General Discussion
Across three experiments, we showed that estimates of thought content, attention

696

state, and the number of confident representations strongly predicted working memory

697

performance. First, we assessed the relationship between fluctuations in working memory
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698

performance and typical subjective measures of thought-content. Reports of off-task

699

thoughts (mind-wandering, task-related interference and external distraction) all

700

predicted a decline in working memory performance and an increased propensity for lapse

701

trials (Experiment 1). Likewise, more continuous ratings of the degree of being “on task”

702

covaried with fluctuations in working memory performance (Experiment 2). Second, we

703

had participants directly report confidence for all items in all trials (Experiment 3). This

704

whole-report confidence measure revealed a tight correspondence between the number of

705

confident items and the number of correct items. However, this correspondence was

706

positively biased, whereby participants were overconfident and particularly insensitive to

707

extreme failures.

708

Across the board, subjective judgments were meaningfully related to performance,

709

but participants were poor at noticing failures. In Experiments 1 and 2, participants were

710

less likely to have a lapse in working memory performance when they reported they were

711

focused on the task. However, a large degree of lapses persisted (5% - 10%) when

712

participants reported being “fully on task”. Given baseline lapse rates of 10 to 15%, this

713

means that the reduction in lapses for reporting “on task” was far from perfect; lapses

714

typically went unnoticed more often than they were caught. Further, our novel measure of

715

confidence at the item-level (Experiment 3) revealed that most subjects (82%) correctly

716

detected less than half of lapse trials. Even among the subjects who noticed more than half,

717

sensitivity was still very poor; this “high-performing” subset of subjects still missed around

718

33% of lapses. While all subjects were poor at detecting lapses, some were more poor than

719

others; subjects who performed poorly on the working memory task more greatly under-

720

estimated their failure rate.
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Why might participants be unaware of working memory failures? First, when

722

observers are in an inattentive state, they may be inattentive to both primary task demands

723

(remembering the items) and secondary task demands (noticing which items were

724

remembered). This possibility would be consistent with lapses where participants engage

725

in mind-wandering and are perceptually decoupled from the task at hand (Schooler et al.,

726

2011; Smallwood et al., 2007). Alternatively, working memory performance and

727

metacognitive monitoring may both depend upon a common mechanism of executive

728

control; if participants experience an executive failure, then both working memory and

729

metacognition may suffer. A third account of overconfidence is that participants truly have

730

some degree of information in mind (e.g. colors of squares) but they are unaware of errors

731

in this information (e.g. binding errors). Because we asked participants to dichotomize

732

their confidence as either “some information” about the item or “no information” about the

733

item, some amount of the over-confidence that we observed could be attributed to trials

734

where participants had imprecise representations of the items that led to swap errors.

735

Continuous-report measures of working memory (e.g. Bays & Husain, 2008; Wilken & Ma,

736

2004; Zhang & Luck, 2008) may be useful for measuring participants’ awareness of binding

737

errors, and the degree to which feature similarity affects the rate and awareness of these

738

errors. Of course, these accounts could all contribute to performance to varying degrees,

739

and it will be important to disentangle the relative contribution of each.

740

Failures of attention and working memory are frequent, persistent, and can have

741

devastating real-world outcomes (Reason, 1984). Here, we found that despite reliable

742

introspection about working memory contents, observers were often insensitive to

743

working memory failures. To close, we raise three potential avenues for future research.
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744
745

Meta-awareness of executive failures may underlie individual differences in working

746

memory capacity

747

Previously, we proposed a model where fluctuations in attentional control could

748

account for individual differences in visual working memory capacity (Adam et al., 2015).

749

According to this model, most individuals share a common “true” visual WM capacity limit

750

of around 3 simple items, and apparent individual differences in capacity are caused by

751

how consistently individuals maximally deploy available resources. In this view, both high-

752

and low-capacity individuals have the same potential capacity, but differ dramatically in

753

how frequently they maximize this potential. That is, effective capacity is set by the

754

consistency of an individual’s attentional control.

755

The results of the present experiments raise a potential alternative account of

756

variability in working memory performance. Namely, individual differences in the

757

consistency of metacognitive monitoring could instead explain how frequently individuals

758

have working memory performance failures. It could be that all individuals begin to drift

759

away from being on task at approximately the same rate, but differ in how consistently they

760

notice and correct for this drift. If this metacognitive drift-correction is rapid enough, then

761

the consequence (poor behavioral performance) will be avoided. Thus, apparent

762

differences in behavioral outcomes could instead be explained by underlying differences in

763

successful metacognitive monitoring.

764

When is meta-awareness important for performance?

765

Not all studies have found a link between meta-awareness and performance. While

766

the Dunning-Kruger effect has been shown across a wide variety of tasks, another, almost
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767

entirely separate literature, has repeatedly found no relationship between metacognitive

768

ability and task performance (e.g. Fleming, Weil, Nagy, Dolan, & Rees, 2010; Song et al.,

769

2011). Studies that show no relationship between metacognition and performance have

770

yielded insights into the neural mechanisms underlying successful metacognitive

771

monitoring (Fleming et al., 2010), and demonstrated that metacognitive monitoring can

772

generalize across multiple tasks (Song et al., 2011) but may also have domain-specific sub-

773

components (Fleming, Ryu, Golfinos, & Blackmon, 2014). Additional work has shown the

774

potential promise of using transcranial Direct Current Stimulation (tDCS) to modulate

775

subjective confidence (Bona & Silvanto, 2014). But it stands to reason – how useful is

776

improving metacognitive performance if there are no behavioral consequences? While

777

important as a causal demonstration of the role of pre-frontal networks in metacognition,

778

causal manipulations of metaknowledge would be vastly more impactful if they related to

779

behavior.

780

We hypothesize that individual differences in executive control and metacognitive-

781

monitoring rely upon a common, PFC-dependent network. Therefore, the discrepancy

782

between studies finding some versus no relationship between task performance and

783

metacognitive monitoring may be accounted for by the degree to which the task relies upon

784

executive control. Future experiments could take advantage of two dissociable aspects of

785

working memory to test this hypothesis. Namely, in working memory tasks that utilize a

786

continuous feature-space, one can extract estimates of two components of working

787

memory: (1) quality, or the precision with which an item is remembered and (2) capacity,

788

or the number of items remembered from a display. Previously, it was found that capacity

789

predicted an important executive control ability (general fluid intelligence), but precision
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790

had no relationship with this critical ability (Fukuda, Vogel, Mayr, & Awh, 2010). As such,

791

we predict that metacognitive ability would not predict sensory-dependent working

792

memory precision, but would, in contrast, predict executive-dependent working memory

793

capacity. Consistent with this notion, previous studies that found no relationship between

794

task performance and metacognitive ability typically employed low-level, sensory-

795

dependent tasks, like perceptual monitoring (Fleming et al., 2010; Song et al., 2011) and a

796

variant on a memory precision task (Bona & Silvanto, 2014).

797

Improving meta-awareness, improving performance

798

Given the metacognitive blind spot toward performance failures, interventions that

799

teach individuals to tune into failure trials could greatly improve performance and

800

decrease the impact of fluctuations of attention. Indeed, we recently found that feedback

801

emphasizing failure trials was far more effective than simple feedback about performance

802

alone (Adam & Vogel, 2016) in improving working memory performance. Future work is

803

needed to see if such feedback benefits persist after ongoing feedback is taken away, and if

804

metacognitive sensitivity to lapses is increased during feedback. In addition to points-

805

based feedback, which alters subjects’ intrinsic motivation (Miranda & Palmer, 2014),

806

extrinsic motivational factors like reward may be used to improve metacognitive

807

sensitivity to failures (Mrazek et al., 2012; Zedelius, Broadway, & Schooler, 2015).

808

Feedback about failures could be a potentially fruitful mechanism for improving

809

metaknowledge and overall task performance, both in the laboratory and in real-world

810

settings. After all, eliminating failures is impossible if individuals are unaware that they

811

have failed in the first place.

812
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Table 1. Experiment 1, Easy Condition: Pairwise comparisons for mean accuracy as a
function of thought-probe type.
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Task-Related
Interference

Mind
Wandering

External
Distraction

p = .38
-----

p = .83
p = .64
---

p = .86
p = .91
p = .91

On Task
Task-Related Interference
Mind-Wandering

Table 2. Experiment 1, Difficult Condition: Pairwise comparisons for mean accuracy as a
function of thought-probe type.

On Task
Task-Related Interference
Mind-Wandering

Task-Related
Interference

Mind-Wandering

External
Distraction

p = < .001
-----

p = .004
p = .37
---

p = .017
p = .29
p = .56

Confident Failures of Working Memory

Figure 1. Distribution of thought-probe responses in Experiment 1. TRI = Task-Related
Interference; MW = Mind-Wandering; ED = External Distraction. (A) Proportion of
responses for all trials. (B) Proportion of responses separated by easy blocks (set-sizes 2
and 3) and hard blocks (set-sizes 6 and 8).
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Figure 2. Performance as a function of thought-probe response in Experiment 1. TRI = TaskRelated Interference; MW = Mind-Wandering; ED = External Distraction. (A) Mean number
correct as a function of thought-probe response. Not all participants used all four response
categories in the easy and hard conditions. Each bar is calculated separately using only
participants who used each category. Digits represent the number of participants
contributing to each bar, and error bars represent one standard error of the mean. (B)
Mean number correct as a function of thought-probe response. Here, all three off-task
probes are collapsed into the category “other”. Only participants who contributed to all
four categories (N = 27) are included in the graph. (C) Lapse rate as a function of thoughtprobe response. Again, only participants who contributed trials to all four categories (N =
27) are included in the graph.
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Figure 3. Distribution of attention state ratings by condition in Experiment 2. Error bars
represent one standard error of the mean. Attention state ratings reflected the degree to
which participants felt they were focused on completing the task at hand, with 1 meaning
“not at all focused on the task” and 9 meaning “totally focused on completing the task.” (A)
Distribution of attention state ratings as a function of set-size (easy versus hard). (B)
Average attention state rating as a function of trial difficulty.
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Figure 4. Performance as a function of attention state rating in Experiment 2. Error bars
represent one standard error of the mean. Attention state ratings reflected the degree to
which participants felt they were focused on completing the task at hand, with 1 meaning
“not at all focused on the task” and 9 meaning “totally focused on completing the task.”
Solid lines: Easy trials (set-size 2). Dotted lines: Hard trials (set-size 6). (A) Mean number
correct as a function of attention state rating. (B) Lapse rate (0 or 1 correct) as a function of
attention state rating.
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Figure 5. The relationship between correct and confident responses in Experiment 3a. Error
bars represent one standard error of the mean. (A) Dotted line: Proportion of trials where
participants reported that they were confident about 0 though 6 items. Solid line:
Proportion of trials where subject correctly reported 0 through 6 items. (B) Distribution of
correct and confident responses across each response in time across all trials. Response
Number = 1 represents the first item the subject reported. Response Number = 6
represents the last item the subject reported. The gray dotted line represents a “smart”
guessing strategy of remembering the colors of 3 items and guessing only among the 6
possible non-remembered colors (1/6), and the black dotted line represents a “purely
random” guessing strategy among all possible colors (1/9). (C) Distribution of correct and
confident responses across each response in time only for lapse trials (participants got a
total of 0 or 1 items correct).
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Figure 6. Metacognitive bias as a function of task performance in Experiment 3a. Left: Lapse
rate (perceived and actual) as a function of task performance (quartile split). Right: Mean
number of items correct (perceived and actual) as a function of task performance (quartile
split). Error bars represent standard error of the mean.
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Figure 7. Overall performance in Experiment 3b. All error bars represent one standard
error of the mean. The solid line represents performance in the free response order
condition and the dotted line represents performance in the randomized response order
condition. (A) Distribution of performance outcomes. (B) Performance as a function of
response order (1 = the first item reported, 6 = the last item reported). The gray dotted line
represents a “smart” guessing strategy of remembering the colors of 3 items and guessing
only among the 6 possible non-remembered colors (1/6), and the black dotted line
represents a “purely random” guessing strategy among all possible colors (1/9).
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Figure 8. The relationship between correct and confident responses in Experiment 3b: Free
Response-Order. Error bars represent one standard error of the mean. (A) Dotted line:
Proportion of trials where participants reported that they were confident about 0 though 6
items. Solid line: Proportion of trials where subject correctly reported 0 through 6 items.
(B) Distribution of correct and confident responses across each response in time across all
trials. Response Number = 1 represents the first item the subject reported. Response
Number = 6 represents the last item the subject reported. The gray dotted line represents a
“smart” guessing strategy of remembering the colors of 3 items and guessing only among
the 6 possible non-remembered colors (1/6), and the black dotted line represents a “purely
random” guessing strategy among all possible colors (1/9). (C) Distribution of correct and
confident responses across each responses in time only for lapse trials (participants got a
total of 0 or 1 items correct).
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Figure 9. The relationship between correct and confident responses in Experiment 3b:
Randomized Response Order. Error bars represent one standard error of the mean. (A)
Dotted line: Proportion of trials where participants reported that they were confident about
0 though 6 items. Solid line: Proportion of trials where subject correctly reported 0 through
6 items. (B) Distribution of correct and confident responses across each response in time
across all trials. Response Number = 1 represents the first item the subject reported.
Response Number = 6 represents the last item the subject reported. The gray dotted line
represents a “smart” guessing strategy of remembering the colors of 3 items and guessing
only among the 6 possible non-remembered colors (1/6), and the black dotted line
represents a “purely random” guessing strategy among all possible colors (1/9). (C)
Distribution of correct and confident responses across each responses in time only for
lapse trials (participants got a total of 0 or 1 items correct).
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Figure 10. Metacognitive bias as a function of task performance in Experiment 3b. Trials
were combined across the free and random conditions. Left: Lapse rate (reported and
actual) as a function of task performance (quartile split). Right: Mean number of items
correct (reported and actual) as a function of task performance (quartile split). Error bars
represent standard error of the mean.

